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if you like disaster movies, then this is an ideal title to rent. it's a good story, with characters you
actually care about, and a few genuinely tense moments. the film isn't going to win any prizes for
cinematography, but they manage to keep the scope to an acceptable level. the thriller elements are
well defined and the characters are sympathetic and interesting, which should have made this a good
film. the biggest problem is that it doesn't have the high quality worth of haeundae itself, which means
it is lacking in the required spark. with a few good performances and a few tense moments, 'tidal wave'
is a better than average disaster movie. contrary to the normal movie experience, 'haeundae tidal wave'
does not have a beginning, middle, and end. in fact, it doesn't really have a story at all. it's a series of
events that take place, some realistically, and some are more humorous than anything. in fact, the
characters are so uninteresting that we aren't sure what their relationship to each other is. the film's
only real purpose is to show the effects of the tsunami on a high rise apartment complex, and it does so
well. the film is shot in a way to make the people look like children, and the action sequences are
particularly well done. the main issues are that the acting and dialogue are atrocious, and the film has a
total lack of a plot. as the first disaster movie to be made in south korea, 'tidal wave' provides a healthy
dose of realistic training, as we see the effects of the tsunami on the real life people who were struck by
the giant wave. so, in the midst of all this melodrama, 'tidal wave' takes a light-hearted and hilarious
approach to the disaster genre. the result is a thrilling but lighthearted disaster movie -- a disaster
movie that is aware of its own absurdity, and takes full advantage of that quality to deliver a solid hour
of entertainment. it's not always a perfect movie, but, it's an eye-opening first step into the disaster
genre from south korea.
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i actually enjoyed this movie. it had a great cast with great chemistry with each other. the visuals
werent amazing, but they werent awful either. a disaster movie can only go so far with great effects. if
the movie doesn't have a good story, great acting, and good cinematography, it's just a big ol' pile of
****. tidal wave is just a good, well-written disaster movie, which is good enough for me. if you enjoy
this, then i recommend watching.. a series of earthquakes between japan and korea finally set off a

mega-tsunami, leaving the people of haeundae with only minutes to get to safety. mass-panic erupts as
a huge wall of water hits, actually toppling some of the skyscrapers like dominoes. while the visual

effects arent as impressive as in 2012 (no surprise there, as this film was made for about 5% of 2012s
budget) most of them still look quite nice, and there are some good ott ideas here like the sequence
where a huge cargo ship gets stuck on a bridge, raining heavy containers down on the unfortunate

survivors below. (how man-sik's useless friend dong-soon manages to survive this barrage, along with
an explosion tearing the bridge in half and not one but two massive tidal waves is not entirely clear) as
far as character goes: 'tidal wave' opens on december 26, 2004 as a fishing boat sinks during the real
tsunami caused by the sumatra-andaman earthquake. most of the men are rescued, save for one. four
years later, this lost fisherman has changed the lives of everyone involved. the man's daughter, yeon-

hee struggles to fish and support her small restaurant. man-sik, who was in charge of the fishing
operations the night of that terrible tragedy, is a single father who drinks himself to death over his guilt
while pining over yeon-hee. in another part of town, three rich girls on summer vacation meet three rich

guys, only troubles arise when one of the young ladies falls for a lifeguard instead (this is a problem,
much like sun and jin on 'lost,' because they are from different classes). lastly, we have professor kim,
the scientist who sees the increasing number of regional earthquakes as a potential lead up to a mega-
tsunami which are giant tsunamis caused by large scale landslides. professor kim is estranged from his
wife, who has been raising their daughter alone (the little girl doesn't know the professor is her father).
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